Q.1. Can we complete the Questionnaire with the most similar current projects and summarize the remaining?

If we list all of our current projects, they take up almost 40 pages in themselves on the required Questionnaire pages - this does not leave enough room to satisfy the remaining requirements to provide similar projects (minimum of 6 and maximum of 20), letters of recommendation (3 pages), remaining questionnaire pages (4 pages), insurance certificate with additional insured (2 pages), bonding letter (1 page), audited financial reports (4-7 pages), and any other supplemental information.

If we cannot summarize, can you provide us with an acceptable remedy to the situation we are facing?

Response 1. Applicants may utilize the Current Projects form to list the firm’s most relevant projects. Use a one page table to list the remaining projects, including the name of the project, owner, location and amount of contract.